
heavy dutyworkchair



                      a workchair for grown ups
Eurofl ex Heavy Duty is a workchair designed for really big and heavy disabled 
people.  The chair is constructed to manage user weights up to 260 kg, with twin 
actuators for the seatlift, reinforced seat cross and twin holds for the back. The 
strong chassis has an electric 4 - wheel brake as standard.

twin actuators for the seatlift

Reinforced hold for the back 
with twin tubes. Extra thick and 
soft arm supports with an extra 
height lock to cope high loads

The strong cushion has a layer 
of “slow recovery” as standard 
which gives good comfort.

All four wheels brakes electrical 
with the controlbox that also con-
trols the seatlift

Standard: 
• chassi - reinforced - wheels 100 mm
• brake - electric 4-wheelbrake
• seatlift - electric - twin actuators
• seat - 60x45 cm - with slowrecovery
• back - 55x35 cm
• seat angle -  +3º to -3º  (onetime set)

Accessories:  
• seat - 70x50 cm
• back -  65x30 cm

Tekniska data: 
Class     workchair - ISO 180903
Seat, size    60x45, 70x50cm
Seat, depth   35-47 cm, adjusteble
Seat, height   50-76 cm - (+ 8 cm) *
Back, sizes   55x35, 65x35 cm
Back, height   32-42 cm, adjusteble
Arm support, size    38x8 cm, extra soft 
Arm support, height    8- 26 cm, adjusteble
Seat, angle      +3º to -3º   (onetime set)
Chassis, length    71 cm 
Chassis, width   85 cm   
Fabric, colors    black Dot, blue Video, gray Video
Total weight   51 kg 
Max user weight    260 kg  
Battery -      12V/10A - 1p / chair 

* the actuators position in the chassis is adjusteble by loosing a screw joint,
whick affects the lowest and highest seatheight.  The position is adjusteble in 
steps of 1 cm up to +8 cm. 
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Flexbase chassi med central-
bromsade bakhjul. 

heavy dutyworkchair

reinforced chassis


